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The Spy Who Stole the Atom Bomb explores the remarkable 
story of the woman who stole vital secrets about the atomic 
bomb from the British, and then passed them on to the Soviet 
Union.
#BAM1414   2016   51:18 min   Blue Ant Media
$195: DVD   $295: 3 yr Streaming

Did Nazi’s Invade Canada explores the dramatic threats 
Canada faced from Hitler and the Nazi movement during the 
1930s and 1940s.
#PPP006   2023   82:52 min   Past Perfect Productions
$250: DVD   $375: 3 yr Streaming

Eternal Spring is an exhilarating tale of determination to speak up for political and religious freedoms, no matter the cost. 
When members of Falun Gong hack China’s state TV to expose repression, lives are changed forever. Filmmaker Jason Loftus 
and celebrated comic artist Daxiong tell the resilient story in this vivid and stirring hybrid documentary that was Canada’s 
Submission to the 2023 Oscars® for Best International Feature Film. In Mandarin with EN or FR subtitles.
EN: #LSD169   FR: #LSD169FR    2022   86 min   Lofty Sky Distribution    $250: DVD   $375: 3 yr Streaming

Incorrigible tells the heartbreaking and poignant story of 
Velma Demerson who was arrested under the Ontario Female 
Refuges Act (1897-1964) and incarcerated for falling in love 
with a Chinese man in 1938 at the age of 18 in Toronto.
#BMF100   2022   45:45 min   Top Dollar Sisters Productions
$195: DVD   $295: 3 yr Streaming

Fifty years after his mother and thousands of other Indians 
were EXPELLED from the only home they had known in 
Uganda, CTV’s Chief News Anchor Omar Sachedina goes on 
an intimate journey back to where his mother was born.
#CTV942   2022   44:14 min   CTV
$195: DVD   $295: 3 yr Streaming

Becoming Canadian is a compelling story that explores the 
origins and future of Canadian citizenship. Despite its status 
as a modern, progressive nation, Canada did not grant 
citizenship until 1947.
#SVP505   2023   59:57 min   Sound Venture
$195: DVD   $295: 3 yr Streaming

The Last Stop explores a dangerous shipping incident in 
1947 that ended with a train sinking to the depths of Slocan 
Lake. 75 years later, a team sets out to locate and extract this 
historic steam locomotive, aided by one of the wreck’s living 
survivors, a 99-year-old brakeman.
#300114   2023   88:37 min   Buck Productions
$250: DVD   $375: 3 yr Streaming

Passage to Freedom
Passage vers la Liberté

Passage to Freedom features oral histories of Southeast Asian 
refugees that made the dangerous journeys from Cambodia, 
Laos, and Vietnam to Canada. The film delves into the journey 
of the refugees’ integration into the fabric of Canadian life 
and highlights their contributions.
Also available in French - Passage vers la Liberte
EN: #CU1000    FR: #CU1000FR   Carleton University
2022   49:58 min   $195: DVD   $295: 3 yr Streaming

Auschwitz Untold is a powerful account of one of the most 
hideous crimes in human history told from the perspective 
of 16 Holocaust survivors, using the transformative power of 
restored and colourized archive footage.
#BAM1368   2020   68:10 min   Blue Ant Media
$250: DVD   $375: 3 yr Streaming

Children of the Storm centres on interviews with dozens of 
the 1100 Jewish refugee orphans who came to Canada under 
the postwar Canadian Jewish Congress War Orphans Project.
#KUP001   2000   95:25 min   Jack Kuper
$129: DVD   $195: 3 yr Streaming

In Pride and Prejudice, Sandie Rinaldo speaks to the son and 
grandson of George Dixon, who served with pride during 
World War I in the “Black Battalion”, the largest Black military 
unit in Canadian history.
#CTV914   2022   22:09 min   CTV
$139: DVD   $209: 3 yr Streaming
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Returning Home follows Orange Shirt Day founder Phyllis 
Jack-Webstad on a cathartic cross-Canada tour as her own 
family struggles to heal from multigenerational trauma.
#CGE035EN   2021   71:50 min   Canadian Geographic
$250: DVD    3 yr Streaming: $375

The Lake / nx̌aʔx̌aʔitkʷ is an inspiring music documentary 
about an extraordinary friendship between two singers 
& teachers - Heather Pawsey of Astrolabe Musik Theatre, 
and Delphine Derickson of Westbank First Nation - and 
the groundbreaking cultural collaboration in which they 
decolonized a historic Canadian opera by incorporating syilx / 
Okanagan perspectives.
#AMTS00   2022   114:32 min   Astrolabe Musik Theatre 
Society   $250: DVD   $375: 3 yr Streaming

Rustic Oracle is a powerful, urgent look at the impact 
of Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women and Girls 
through the prism of one small tight-knit family.
#7S0000   2019   98:08 min   Seventh Screen
$250: DVD    3 year Streaming: $375

A Cedar Is Life explores how one critical species, the 
cedar tree, is central to the cultural life of West Coast First 
Nations. The film follows the journey of Archaeological 
Consultant and Cultural Worker Harold C. Joe as he 
discovers more about the cedar.
#LESS05   2022   92:05 min   Less Bland Productions
$250: DVD    3 year Streaming: $375

The Lake/ n’-ha-a-itk

Waiting for Justice is a short doc that takes viewers on a 
journey into the dark history of the Isle a la Cross Residential 
School. Survivors of the school bravely share their harrowing 
stories of physical and sexual abuse, cultural suppression, and 
the profound loss of their language and identity.
#LM0033   2023   17:49    Indigenous Geographic
$159: DVD    3 year Streaming: $239           

The Métis Hunt for Justice: The Powley Story tells the 
story of the profound struggle of Ontario Métis against 
marginalization and the denial of our very existence, and the 
immense impact of the Powley case.
#LM0032   2023   62:49 min   LeMay Media
$250: DVD    3 year Streaming: $375

Warrior Lawyers is an inspiring and compelling documentary 
that invites viewers into the lives of contemporary Native 
American role models. It focuses on the under reported 
themes of Nation Re-Building, Tribal Justice and Cultural 
Revitalization.
#AUGE00   2021   56:46 min   Visions/Audry Geyer
$195: DVD    3 year Streaming: $295

s-yéwyáw / AWAKEN focuses on Indigenous multimedia change makers Ecko Aleck of the Nlaka’pamux Nation in Lytton, 
Alfonso Salinas of the shíshálh Nation on the Sunshine Coast and Charlene SanJenko of Splatsin of the Secwépemc Nation in 
the Shuswap as they learn from and document traditional cultural teachings of their elders.
#EFI000   2023   91:22 min   Elders’ Film Inc.   $250: DVD   $375: 3 yr Streaming

In Without Consent, W5 investigates Canadian doctors 
performing the irreversible procedure of forced sterilizations 
on Indigenous women.
#CTV918   2022   21:05 min   CTV
$139: DVD    3 year Streaming: $209

The Mandan, Hidatsa, Arikara (MHA) Nation, North Dakota, 
sits in the middle of the Bakken Formation – the largest 
shale oil field in North America. Hell is Empty explores their 
attempts to save their land and future.
FR version: Indiens du Dakota: un autre rêve américain
EN: #A269-009   FR: # F269-009    2016   54:29 min   
3 Generations and Brook Productions
$235: DVD    3 year Streaming: $352.50

Shore to Shore examines the creation of the Shore to Shore 
sculpture and the adventures of Portuguese Joe Silvey and 
his life-long connection with The Coast Salish, the whalers 
and the pioneers along the BC Coast.
#PCI008   2023   35:45 min   Peter Campbell
$195: DVD   $295: 3 yr Streaming
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DJ Shub, the godfather of powwow step, brings us a live visual 
performance of his critically acclaimed, chart-topping Indige-
nous electronic album War Club.
#AS0649   2022   39:48 min   Animiki See Distribution
$139: DVD    3 year Streaming: $209

Legendary Canadian glamour-punk band Teenage Head is 
determined to enter the limelight once again some 40 years 
but first they need to save the band’s founding member from 
a debilitating depression.
#BAM1360   2020   59:01 min   Blue Ant Media
$195: DVD    3 year Streaming: $295

Through a career spanning six decades Richard Henriquez has 
woven art, and narratives both personal and universal into his 
work. His architecture has impacted the city of Vancouver on 
large and small scales.
#AIP002   2022   29:52 min   All in Pictures
$159: DVD    3 year Streaming: $239

Hear! Here! A Musical Geographic takes the audience 
on a journey of discovery as you explore the rich musical 
community of North Preston, Nova Scotia, Canada’s oldest 
and largest indigenous black community.
#ACI000   2019   42:35 min   Auguste Content Inc.
$195: DVD    3 year Streaming: $295

IF THE POET is the moving, irreverent and inspiring story 
of Ian French, aka “IF”, beginning with his “terrifying” slam 
debut at age of 50 and culminating in his obsessed quest to 
be the oldest person to ever win Canadian Individual Poetry 
Slam Championship in Vancouver.
#AAI000   2015   50:05 min   Amazing Ain’t It Entertainment
$195: DVD    3 year Streaming: $295

The Sound of Learning features Toronto’s Beverley School 
has been catering to young children with exceptionalities. All 
of the students from K-8 have developmental disabilities and 
many have both physical limitations and complicated medical 
conditions. Canadian music stars have been raising money for 
the school with an annual fundraising concert called Dream 
Serenade.
#CTV947   2023   22:20 min   CTV
$139: DVD    3 year Streaming: $209

Picture My Face: The Story of Teenage Head

Food Is My Teacher examines how food can teach about love 
and bring people together, but for Tammara Soma, a food 
professor, food was originally a source of pain; Tammara talks 
about her journey and the healing power of food.
#BYP103   2023   43:55 min   Brandy Y Productions
$195: DVD    3 year Streaming: $295

Food for the Rest of Us presents 4 stories of people living life 
on their own terms, serving as leaders who are lending their 
voices to the underdog and leading a revolution to a better 
world, from the ground up!
EN: #CQM000EN   FR subtitles: #CQM000FR
2021    86:36 min   Copper Quartz Media Inc.
$250: DVD    3 year Streaming: $375

Oh, that little espresso in the morning…on a global scale, 
coffee is the most consumed drink after water. King Coffee 
examines its value as the world’s biggest agricultural product.
FR version: Le café: la revanche du petit noir
EN: #A173-042   FR: #F173-045
2018   51:52 min   Grand Angle Productions
$235: DVD    3 year Streaming: $352.50

Bacterial World explores the world of bacteria that are 
not only linked to the very origins of life on earth, but have 
become indispensible to the continuation of life.
FR version: Le monde bactérie
EN: #A173-035   FR: # F173-037
2016   53:08 min   ARTE France
$235: DVD    3 year Streaming: $352.50

Earth hosts 8 billion human beings. 8 billion mouths to feed! 
But despite massive global agricultural production, despite 
the scientific progress, about 700 million human beings are 
starving. 2050: A World Without Meat asks, can we find a 
solution to feed the 10 billion people who will populate the 
planet in 2050?
FR version: 2050: Faudra-t-il vraiment se passer de viande
EN: #A296-022    FR version: # F296-023
2021   52:23 min   RMC Films

Six Primrose celebrates community spirit and the individuals 
that make The North Grove in Dartmouth, NS a vibrant and 
essential part of the neighbourhood. Through a ‘strengths-
first’ approach the Food Centre increases access to healthy 
food for low-income Canadians while proving that food can 
be a transformative force in our communities.
#TFF002  2018   72:07 min  Truefaux Films
$250: DVD    3 year Streaming: $375
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The onset of his dementia brought a dramatic change to the 
relationship filmmaker Hannah Minzloff has with her father.  
Dementia, Dad and Me follows the two of them as they find 
new ways to connect.
#TFF001   2020   76:36 min   Truefaux Films
$250: DVD    3 year Streaming Rights: $395

Andre the Anti-Giant is the remarkable journey of 
3-foot-something actor, comedian, and disability advocate 
Andre H. Arruda. Though born with a rare genetic condition 
called Morquio Syndrome, Andre hasn’t let it – or misguided 
ableist preconceptions – prevent him from fulfilling his show 
business dreams. Andre the Anti-Giant is an intimate an 
inspirational tale of hope, hardship, and hilarity.
#AAI001   2016   16:47 min   Amazing Ain’t It Entertainment
$159: DVD    3 year Streaming Rights: $239

2023 - Winner - Golden Sheaf Awards - Best Documentary
Pain Warriors examines the other side of the OPIOID CRISIS, 
that of under-treated pain among the patient populations of 
Canada & the USA. The film enters into the desperate lives 
of pain patients fighting for their survival, families torn apart 
by suicide, and the troubled worlds of the compassionate 
doctors who stand up for them.
#VIM000   2019   80:16 min   Visionary Media Inc.
$250: DVD    3 year Streaming: $375

A New World of Hurt explores the outer limits of man’s phys-
ical endurance and mental strength. When ultra-runner Jodi 
Isenor set out to become the first person to run the 300-km 
Cabot Trail non-stop, he wanted to see how much pain he 
could endure. Instead, what he discovered changed every-
thing.
#NWHP01   2021   44:20 min   New World of Hurt Prods
$195: DVD    3 year Streaming Rights: $295

Cracked illuminates how rapid advances in reproductive 
science have left countries, cultures and laws struggling to 
catch up, and both egg donors and infertile couples walking 
on eggshells.
#BAM1362   2022   46:28 min   Blue Ant Media
$195: DVD    3 year Streaming Rights: $295

No one could knock boxer George Chuvalo down. Chuvalo lost 
three sons and his wife inside 11 years to drugs, overdoses 
and suicide. We can no longer hear his voice - at 86, he lives 
with dementia in a nursing home. In Boom Boom Chuvalo, 
CTV’s Sandi Rinaldo speaks to George Chuvalo’s surviving 
children, who share the highs and tragic lows of life with their 
dad.
#CTV951   2023    22:50 min   CTV
$139: DVD    3 year Streaming: $215

The Good Drug delves into our historical, societal and 
scientific relationship with psychedelic substances. 
Explores the modern renaissance of clinical research for 
their therapeutic properties for a host of mental health 
problems.
#BAM1363   2021   90:17 min   Blue Ant Media
$250: DVD    3 year Streaming: $375

If You’re Reading This… 
(From Suicidal to Significant)

In Death Wish, CTV W5 investigates the growing demand 
for medically-assisted death, and reveals stories of those 
determined to die with dignity.
#CTV919   2022   31:49 min   CTV
$139: DVD    3 year Streaming: $209

Why Horror? follows horror fan Tal Zimerman as he looks 
at the psychology of horror around the world in order to 
understand why we love to be scared.
#BAM1380   2014   2014 min   Blue Ant Media
$195: DVD    3 year Streaming Rights: $295

Girls high school basketball coach Sheldon Guy of Surrey, 
BC lost his vision suddenly, but only days later, he returned 
to coaching. Pivot explores the lesson he provided for his 
team – that in life, you can pivot from anything.
#CTV912   2022   22:15 min   CTV
$139: DVD    3 year Streaming Rights: $215

In W5’s Driven, meet race car driver Austin Riley who has 
been drawing crowds to the race track for years. But his 
claim to fame isn’t just being fast on the speedway, he is 
breaking barriers on the track for those with disabilities. 
Austin has autism.
#CTV950   2023   22:00 min   CTV
$139: DVD    3 year Streaming Rights: $209

 Canadian musician Robb Nash and his band have spent 
a decade touring across Canada on a mission to inspire 
suicidal kids to choose life instead. “If You’re Reading This” 
explores Robb’s own remarkable journey of going from 
suicidal to significant.
#NASH00   2022   96:49 min   The Robb Nash Project Inc.
$250: DVD    3 year Streaming Rights: $375
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Our Dance of Revolution tells the untold history of Toronto’s Black queer community. Over the course of four decades, 
refusing to be silenced and raging with love, the featured trailblazers demanded a city where they could all live their 
truths free from the threat of violence. Our Dance of Revolution celebrates the living legends among us by unearthing 
what has been made invisible. 
#RRF000   2019   101:30 min   Phillip Pike   $250: DVD   $375: 3 yr Streaming

Toe The Line is a thought-provoking short film that follows 
the story of Gloria Chau, a closeted teenage hockey player 
who rediscovers her sense of purpose when she loses her 
childhood dream: playing Olympic hockey.
#SMMI00   2021   22:41 min   Snail Mail Media
$159: DVD    3 year Streaming Rights: $239

Some people still consider homosexuality a disease. By 
studying movements coming from the United States, which 
draw on both Christianity and psychoanalysis to justify 
“conversion therapy”, Homotherapies reveals the devastating 
consequences of these practices.
FR version: Homothérapies, conversion forcée
EN: #A296-014   FR: F296-014  
2019   52:01 min   EgoDoc Productions
$235: DVD    3 year Streaming Rights: $352.50

Hate crimes are surging across Canada, but police and the 
country’s criminal code haven’t been able to keep up with 
the rising tide of hate-motivated attacks. In The Haters, W5 
investigates how hate crimes are dealt with across Canada.
#CTV949   2023   22 min   CTV
$139: DVD   $209: 3 yr Streaming

As the Israel-Hamas war rages on, the world has been con-
fronted with images of brutality, death and destruction. In 
Courage in the Carnage, W5 explores incredible stories of 
bravery and selfless sacrifice despite the carnage.
#CTV946   2023   22:23 min   CTV
$139: DVD   $209: 3 yr Streaming

THE SHIFT:
The Story of the China Clipper

The Shift explores the story of Larry Kwong. In 1949, he 
became the first person of Asian descent to play in the 
National Hockey League. His “minute” would blaze a trail 
for hockey players of other minorities and cultures to 
follow in his footsteps.
#DENT00   2013   43 min      Dynastic Entertainment Inc. 
$195: DVD   $295: 3 yr Streaming

Roswell Rediscovered takes us on a whirlwind journey 
through the mystery, myth and misconceptions of the 
words most famous UFO story. Dr David Hal and his team 
are on a mission worthy of the X-Files to discover if the 
truth really is out there.
#BAM1415  2222   84:48 min   Blue Ant Media
$250: DVD   $375: 3 yr Streaming

Reimagining Humanity is a short film featuring Eco-
Psychologist Mark Skelding’s personal reflection on his 
quest to turn eco-anxiety angst into one of the most 
important evolutionary drivers of our times.
#AAI002   $159: DVD   $239: 3 yr Streaming 
2019   13:53 min   Amazing Ain’t It Entertainment Inc.

This biographical documentary takes a close look at the 
genius that is Leonardo Da Vinci. Gathering clues thanks to 
research and encounters with specialists, we travel through 
time via an imaginary museum to examine the Renaissance 
genius that he was.
# A196-023   2019   52:30 min   Camera Lucida Productions
$235: DVD   $352.50: 3 yr Streaming
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Young women around the globe have become the 
figureheads for an unrelenting passion to save our planet 
- they are “Sisters In Arms” driven by hope, commitment 
and exceptional ideals. EN subtitles.
Also available in French: Sœurs de combat
EN: #A196-032    FR: #F196-051   Le Cinquième Rêve
2022   69:25 min   $235: DVD   $352.50: 3 yr Streaming

In Meeting My Aggressor, a woman, victim of rape by a 
stranger in her childhood, finds herself in dialogue with her 
attacker, 33 years later. The little girl who was raped is the 
film’s director Maiana Bidegain. FR narration/ EN subtitles
Also available in French: Rencontre aven mon agresseur
EN: #A196-024    FR: #F196-037   416 Productions
2019    69:47 min  $255: DVD   $382.50: 3 yr Streaming

Alpuxarras narrates the Muslim conquest of the Iberian 
Peninsula and the subsequent Christian conquest, until the 
end of the expulsion of the Moriscos in the XVII century.
EN: #A285-003    FR: #F285-001
2015   52:01 min   $235: DVD   $352.50: 3 yr Streaming
Cooperativa de Cine Y Documental

Operation Yellow Bird returns years after the Tiananmen 
massacre, to interview  some of the principal actors of 
the exfiltration. They reveal for the first time in front of a 
camera, the unknown story behind the CIA’s implication 
in Operation Yellow Bird. An unprecedented story that still 
testifies today to the harshness of the Chinese regime.
Also available in French
EN: # A269-006    FR: F269-006   Illégitime Défense
2016    62:58 min   $235: DVD   $352.50: 3 yr Streaming

The film, H+umanity Augmented takes us from the USA 
to Japan and into the heart of secret labs of the most 
borderline scientists in the world who are trying to push 
the boundaries of life through technology.
Also available in French: H+umanité augmentée
EN: #A296-006   FR: #F296-006   AB Productions
2017   52:57 min  $235: DVD   $352.50: 3 yr Streaming

In 1973, a masked man walked into the Canadian Imperial 
Bank of Commerce in downtown Kenora, Ontario and told the 
manager he was robbing the bank. More than 50 years later 
– nobody knows who the bomber is. He remains unidentified. 
W5’s The Mystery Bomber investigates the case - who was 
the Kenora Bomber?
#CTV948   2023   40 min   CTV
$139: DVD   $209: 3 yr Streaming

If you were sent to a brutal prison in a foreign country, 
what would you do to not lose hope? In Searching for Sam, 
Rick Westhead tells the incredible story of Sam Goodwin’s 
wrongful imprisonment in a notorious Syrian detention 
centre, and how thoughts of his favourite NHL hockey team 
kept him going.
#CTV953   2023   22:02 min   CTV
$139: DVD   $209: 3 yr Streaming

Finding Sharron’s Killer reveals how DNA technology was 
used to identify a teenage girl’s killer, 50 years later. In 
1975, 16-year-old Sharron Prior was kidnapped in Montreal 
after leaving home to meet her friends at a local pizzeria. 
Éric Racicot, a detective sergeant at Longueuil’s police 
department took on the case in 2021.
#CTV945   2023   41:32 min    CTV
$139: DVD   $209: 3 yr Streaming

For more than 40 years, the man who killed a young 
Canadian mother in California roamed free. In 1981, Sonia 
Herok-Stone was murdered in her home. Who Killed Sonia 
reveals the new scientific evidence that has now sealed the 
fate of the man who took her life all those years ago.
#CTV944   2023   44:11 min    CTV
$139: DVD   $209: 3 yr Streaming

Prisoner 14000 examines the blockbuster development in 
the case of a Canadian grandmother facing the rest of her 
life behind bars in Hong Kong after smuggling cocaine in the 
buttons of her clothing.
#CTV943   2023   45:00 min    CTV
$139: DVD   $209: 3 yr Streaming

Something in the Water investigates the threat of asbestos 
cement pipes buried underground across Canada. Installed 
decades ago and all nearing end-of-life, they are still not 
delivering tap water to Canadians.
#CTV934   2023   21:59 min   CTV
$139: DVD    3 year Streaming: $209

Xi Jinping believes in a Chinese nation unified in patriotism 
and loyalty to the Party. All minorities, religious, ethnic or 
ideological, must be assimilated into the dominant culture, 
willingly or unwillingly.
Also available in French: Le monde de Xi Jinping
EN: #A269-014    FR: #F269-014   Arte GEIE
2021    53:56 min   $235: DVD   $352.50: 3 yr Streaming
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documentary of the year.

- Forbes Magazine
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- Planet in Focus Environmental 
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BEST DOCUMENTARY
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Close Film Festival 2023

From award-winning 
Canadian filmmaker 

Brandy Yanchyk

BEST OF SHOW
- WRPN Women’s International 

Film Festival

BEST CANADIAN 
DOCUMENTARY

- Calgary, Edmonton & 
Vancouver Film Festivals
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